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The Savo Invite meeting chair provides an inviting, 
intuitive seating experience 

Savo Invite is an intuitive meeting chair that suits everyone. The seat follows the body’s  

movements and provides support and relief in all postures, allowing the occupant  

to sit comfortably right away.

Savo Invite was developed to be ergonomic for the occupant’s back, shoulders and neck. The intuitive 

meeting chair follows the body’s natural movements to provide optimal support in every position 

without the need for adjustments. This means the occupant sits comfortably from the outset while 

making it easy to change sitting positions. With only a single lever for height adjustment, the chair 

is both user-friendly and compliant.

The unique Dynamic Lean® tilt function enables seamless back support tilting with no requirement 

for any settings. The function provides intuitive support for the small of the back when the  

occupant leans back, and this also encourages movement and variations in work posture.

Savo Invite’s stylish, neat design exudes quality. It’s available as a meeting chair and high chair, 

and both versions offer many design possibilities. Savo Invite is available in black, white or polished 

metal versions with or without armrests. The back comes in mesh as standard, but can also be 

covered in fabric or leather. The seat is available in fabric or leather. The chair is fitted with a swivel 

base and comes with castors or sliders. The high chair also has an optional foot ring or triangular 

footrest. Savo Invite suits all kinds of meetings in many different settings such as activity-based 

workplaces, offices and home offices.

Savo Invite is a sustainable chair with a recyclable layer-by-layer design that allows its components 

to be dismantled, replaced and repaired as necessary. Covered parts can also be replaced to 

change the fabric and appearance. Savo Invite is made using 93 per cent recyclables and  

renewables and incorporates 38 per cent recycled material. The chair also bears the Möbelfakta 

eco-label, which means it meets the requirements for quality, sustainability and social responsibility.

In brief

 – Neat, stylish design

 – Available as a meeting chair and high chair

 – Simple and user-friendly

 – Follows the body’s movements 

 – Provides support and relief

 – Unique Dynamic Lean® tilt function

 – Suits every kind of meeting

 – Many design possibilities

 – Sustainable design with replaceable parts

 – Möbelfakta certified

 – 10-year guarantee
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About Savo

Since its founding, Savo has pioneered the way modern work chairs look and function in  

Scandinavia. Chair production began in Norway back in 1945, but it was during the 1970s that  

Savo was established as a specialist in office seating. Savo drives the development of sustainable 

office chairs with the best user experience through innovative premium products with intuitive  

designs. Savo’s motto is ’Pushing the Seating Experience’ and it continues to challenge the  

standard for the office chairs of today and tomorrow.
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